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SPECTRAL SECTIONS, TWISTED RHO INVARIANTS
AND POSITIVE SCALAR CURVATURE
MOULAY TAHAR BENAMEUR AND VARGHESE MATHAI
Abstract. We had previously defined in [10], the rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq for the
twisted Dirac operator CEH on a closed odd dimensional Riemannian spin manifold pY, gq,
acting on sections of a flat hermitian vector bundle E over Y , where H “ ř ij`1H2j`1 is
an odd-degree differential form on Y and H2j`1 is a real-valued differential form of degree
2j ` 1. Here we show that it is a conformal invariant of the pair pH, gq. In this paper we
express the defect integer ρspinpY, E , H, gq´ρspinpY, E , gq in terms of spectral flows and prove
that ρspinpY, E , H, gq P Q, whenever g is a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. In
addition, if the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture holds for pi1pY q (which is assumed to be
torsion-free), then we show that ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ 0 for all r " 0, significantly generalizing
results in [10]. These results are proved using the Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formula, a scaling
trick, the technique of noncommutative spectral sections, and the Higson-Roe approach [22].
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Introduction
In an earlier paper [10], we extended some of the results of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer
[2, 3, 4] on the Dirac operator on a spin, compact manifold with boundary, to the case of
the Dirac operator twisted by an odd-degree closed differential form. Atiyah, Patodi and
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Singer studied the Dirac operator CE on an odd dimensional, closed, spin manifold, which is
self-adjoint and elliptic, having spectrum in the real numbers. For this (and other elliptic self-
adjoint operators), they introduced the eta invariant which measures the spectral asymmetry
of the operator and is a spectral invariant. Coupling with flat bundles, they introduced the
closely related rho invariant, which has the striking property that it is independent of the
choice of Riemannian metric needed in its definition, when it is reduced modulo Z. In [10], we
generalized the construction of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer to the twisted Dirac operator CEH with
a closed, odd-degree differential form as flux and with coefficients in a flat vector bundle.
Consider a closed, oriented, p2m ´ 1q-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold Y with an
odd degree differential form satisfying the condition
(1) H “
ÿ
ij`1H2j`1 with H2j`1 a real-valued differential form of degree 2j ` 1.
(see [10] as to why this condition is necessary for the twisted Dirac operator as below, to
map sections of positive spinors to sections of negative spinors). However, in this paper,
we will not assume that H is a closed form. Denote by E a hermitian flat vector
bundle over Y with the canonical flat connection ∇E . Consider the twisted Dirac operator
CEH “ c ˝ ∇SbE,H “ CE ` cpHq (see the next section for explanations). Then CEH is a self-
adjoint elliptic operator acting on sections of the bundle of spinors tensored with flat bundle
E , that is S b E . Let ηpCEHq denote its eta invariant. The twisted (Dirac) rho invariant
ρspinpY, E , H, gq is defined to be the difference
ρspinpY, E , H, gq “ 1
2
`
dimpkerpCEHqq ` ηpCEHq
˘´ RankpEq1
2
pdimpkerpCHqq ` ηpCHqq ,
where CH is the same twisted Dirac operator corresponding to the trivial line bundle. The rho
invariant is sometimes also known in the literature as the relative eta invariant. Although the
eta invariant ηpCEHq is a priori only a spectral invariant, we will show in Theorem 1.3 that the
twisted rho invariant, ρspinpY, E , H, gq depends only on the conformal class of the pair rH, gs.
In [10], we also computed it for 3-dimensional spin manifolds with a degree three flux form,
showing that it was typically non-trivial. We analysed the special case when H is a closed
3-form, using the Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formula for the square of the twisted Dirac operator,
which in this case has no first order terms, to show that ρspinpY, E , H, gq “ ρspinpY, E , gq
for all |H| small enough, whenever g is a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature.
It is primarily this last theorem that we refine and significantly generalize in this paper.
More precisely, as a consequence of the R{Z-index theorem, we first show in Corollary 1.6
that when H “ ř ij`1H2j`1 is an odd-degree differential form on Y as above, the defect
ρspinpY, E , H, gq ´ ρspinpY, E , gq is an integer. This allows us to immediately deduce from a
result established by Weinberger [53] that our twisted rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq is always
a rational number whenever g is a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. Under
the additional assumption that the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture holds for Γ, then we
can deduce from a result of Higson-Roe that ρspinpY, E , H, gq is always an integer. In this
paper, we are able to refine this result as will be explained next.
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As one could expect, the defect integer ρspinpY, E , H, gq ´ ρspinpY, E , gq turns out to be
closely related with the spectral flow, and indeed with a defect spectral flow associated with
the flat bundle E . More precisely, fixing the metric g we consider the paths pCEvHq0ďvď1 and
pCRank EvH q0ďvď1 of elliptic operators with fixed principal symbols. The usual APS spectral
flows of these paths is only well defined when the endpoints are invertible. In general, in
order to intrinsically define these spectral flows, we assume that the K-theory index class of
C vanishes in K1pC˚Γq. This allows to use an invertible perturbation of the path pCvHq0ďvď1
of operators in the Mishchenko calculus (i.e. a global spectral section) and to insure the
independence of this global perturbation. We then prove our main theorem:
Theorem 4.11
(1) Assume that indapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq. Then for any E and H as before,
ρspinpY, E , Hq ´ ρspinpY, Eq “ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1q ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1q.
(2) In the case that the metric g on Y has positive scalar curvature, and for any E and
H as before
ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ ρspinpY, E , gq for all r " 0.
In particular, there exists a metric g1 in the conformal class of g such that for any
λ ě 1, we have ρspinpY, E , H, λg1q “ ρspinpY, E , gq.
We then deduce the following
Corollary 4.12 Assume that the metric g on Y has positive scalar curvature, that the
group Γ is torsion free and satisfies the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture, then for any E
and H as before,
ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ 0 for all r " 0.
In particular, there exists a metric g1 in the conformal class of g such that for any λ ě 1,
we have ρspinpY, E , H, λg1q “ 0, and so ρspinpY, E , H, g1q “ 0.
The case when H “ 0 was well known, see for instance [26, 22].
Our approach relies on a combination of the results of Higson-Roe, especially the surgery
6-term exact sequence [22], and the appropriate use of noncommutative spectral sections.
In the process, we also use the Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formula in Theorem 2.1 together with
a scaling trick in Proposition 2.3 to establish invertibility of the twisted Dirac operator in
a scaled Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. This is completely different to
the method used in [10] where the spectral flow technique from [4, 19] and the local index
theorem [13] for closed degree 3 differential form twists, are exploited. Notice that this latter
local index theorem is unknown for higher degree odd forms H.
We next give a brief outline of the results in section 4 including the proofs of our main
Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 4.12. As mentioned earlier, we shall follow the approach by
Higson-Roe [22], who conceptualised the earlier approach in [26], by using their theory of
3
analytic structure groups S‚pΓq, which are the analog of the structure groups in surgery
theory. These fit into the Higson-Roe six-term exact sequence,
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ K0pBΓq µÑ K0pC˚Γq Ñ S1pΓq Ñ K1pBΓq µÑ K1pC˚Γq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
Let C and CH be the untwisted and the H-twisted Dirac operators on the odd-dimensional
spin manifold Y with coefficients in the Mishchenko Hilbert modules bundle. Assume that
the analytic index class of the Dirac operator C vanishes in K1pC˚Γq, then by [46], the
operators C and CH do admit spectral sections Q and QH which belong to the Higson-Roe
algebra. Moreover, they define classes in S1Γ which are pre images of the Baum-Douglas
common K-homology class f˚rCs “ f˚rCHs. Following [18, 55], one can then define the higher
spectral flow, SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq P K0pC˚Γq associated with the spectral sections Q and
QH . We prove that this spectral flow in turn is a pre image in K0pC˚Γq of the difference
rQHs ´ rQs P S1Γ.
Now, using the main construction from [22], we get relative traces on K0pC˚Γq and S1pΓq
such that the following diagram commutes,
K0pBΓq µÝÝÝÑ K0pC˚Γq ÝÝÝÑ S1pΓq ÝÝÝÑ K1pBΓq µÝÝÝÑ K1pC˚Γq§§đ TrE§§đ TrE§§đ IndE§§đ §§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ Z ÝÝÝÑ R ÝÝÝÑ R{Z ÝÝÝÑ 0
where IndE denotes the relative R{Z-index. Then almost by definition, one has (see notations
later)
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqq “ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHqq ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH qq
where sf denotes scalar spectral flow as in Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [4]. A meticulous examina-
tion of the relation between these spectral flows and the usual APS spectral flow on the one
hand, and between the image of the class rQHs ´ rQs under TrE and the rho invariants on
the other hand, enabled us to prove our main theorem 4.11 as well as Corollary 4.12.
In the appendix, we give an alternate proof of this vanishing result on a compact Rie-
mannian spin manifold of positive scalar curvature in the special case of closed degree 3
differential form twists H, using the representation variety of Γ, following [32].
Renowned research on metrics of positive scalar curvature can be found for instance in
[20, 49, 50, 24]. Viewing the eta and rho invariant of the Dirac operator (in the untwisted
case) as an obstruction to the existence of Riemannian metrics of positive scalar curvature
on compact spin manifolds was done in [32, 33, 53], obstructions arising from covering spaces
using the von Neumann trace in [34] are some amongst many papers on the subject such
as by Weinberger op. cit. and Keswani [26] and Higson-Roe op. cit. and Piazza-Schick
[45, 44]. Spectral sections were introduced by Melrose-Piazza in [41], also studied by Dai-
Zhang [18], and introduced in the context of noncommutative geometry by Wu [55] and
Leichtnam-Piazza [43].
The twisted de Rham complex was introduced for closed 3-form fluxes by Rohm-Witten
in the appendix of [48] and plays an important role in string theory [14, 36, 5], since the
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charges of Ramond-Ramond fields in type II string theories lie in the twisted cohomology
of spacetime. T -duality of the type II string theories on compactified spacetime gives rise
to a duality isomorphism of twisted cohomology groups [15, 16]. The twisted de Rham dif-
ferential also appears in supergravity [54, 17] and superstring theory [52] via Riemannian
connections with totally skew-symmetric, (de Rham) closed torsion tensor H - such Rie-
mannian connections have the same geodesics as the Levi-Civita connection. The twisted
analogue of analytic torsion was studied in [37, 38, 39] and the twisted analogue of the eta
and rho invariants for the signature operator was studied in [9]. Twisted Dirac operators,
known also as cubic Dirac operators have been studied in representation theory of Lie groups
on homogeneous spaces [25, 51] and loop groups [28].
Acknowledgement. The first author is indebted to E. Leichtnam, P. Piazza and I. Roy for
many helpful discussions. In [10][Theorem 2.6], the statement of the conformal invariance
is unfortunately incorrect since the scaling of the form H was omitted. We thank Thomas
Schick for pointing out this error to us and to the referee for asking us to clarify if the
assumption that H is closed is really needed. The correct form of conformal invariance is
now contained in Section 1. V.M. acknowledges acknowledges funding by the Australian
Research Council, through Discovery Projects DP110100072 and DP130103924.
1. Conformal invariance and the R{Z-index theorem
Let pY, gq be a closed, oriented, p2m´1q-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold and H “ř
ij`1H2j`1 an odd-degree, differential form on Y where H2j`1 is a real-valued differential
form of degree 2j ` 1 (see [10] as to why this condition is necessary for the twisted Dirac
operator as defined below, to map sections of positive spinors to sections of negative spinors).
Denote by E a hermitian flat vector bundle over Y with the canonical flat connection ∇E .
Let
(2) ∇E,H “ ∇E `H^
be the superconnection (in the sense of Quillen [47, 35]) on the trivially graded bundle E .
Consider the twisted Dirac operator CEH “ c˝∇SbE,H “ CE`cpHq, where the superconnection
∇SbE,H “ ∇Sb1`1b∇E,H . Then CEH is a self-adjoint elliptic operator. For basic properties
of generalized Dirac operators, see [12].
1.1. Conformal invariance. Let u : Y Ñ R be a real-valued smooth function on Y and
denote by gˆ “ e´2ug the conformally equivalent metric on Y . For any vector field V , consider
the conformally equivalent vector field Vˆ “ euV . Then
gˆpVˆ , Vˆ q “ gpV, V q.
A similar relation holds for any k-form ω, namely denoting by ωˆ :“ e´kuω, we have
gˆpωˆ, ωˆq “ gpω, ωq,
where now by abuse of notation, g and gˆ denote the Riemannian metrics induced on the
exterior powers of the cotangent bundle.
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We have the Clifford representations
c : pTM, gq Ñ EndpSq and cˆ : pTM, gˆq Ñ EndpSˆq,
and the induced ones on the exterior powers of the cotangent bundle. The bundles S and Sˆ
are isomorphic and a section ψ of S corresponds to a section ψˆ of Sˆ by composing with this
isomorphism.
Hijazi [23] proves that we have for any vector field/differential form
cˆpωˆqpψˆq “ {cpωqpψq.
The conformal invariance statement now can be written as:
Proposition 1.1. Let H “ řj H2j`1 be an odd differential form on M and CgH “ Cg ` cpHq
act on the sections of S. If we set
Hu :“
ÿ
j
e´p2j`2quH2j`1 and CgˆHu “ Cgˆ ` cˆpHuq : C8pSˆq Ñ C8pSˆq.
Then for any spinor ψ,
CgˆHupe´
n´1
2
u ψˆq “ e´n`12 u yCgHψ.
Proof. We may assume that H is homogeneous of degree k “ 2j ` 1. Hence
CgˆHupe´
n´1
2
uψˆq “ Cgˆpe´n´12 uψˆq ` cˆpHuqpe´n´12 uψˆq
“ e´n`12 uyCgψ ` e´n´12 uekucˆpHˆuqpψˆq
But
e´
n´1
2
uekucˆpHˆuqpψˆq “ epk´n´12 qu {cpHuqpψq “ epk´n´12 que´pk`1qu {cpHqpψq “ e´pn`1q{2 {cpHqpψq
This completes the proof. 
We obtain the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 1.2 (Conformal invariance of the index and nullspaces). The following identities
hold:
(1) dimpkerpCgˆHuqq “ dimpkerpCgHqq;
(2) IndexpCgˆHuq “ IndexpCgHq.
That is, both the dimension of the nullspace and the index of the twisted Dirac operator CgH
are conformal invariants of the pair pH, gq.
Let ηpCEHq denote the eta invariant of the self-adjoint operator CEH . The twisted (Dirac)
rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq is defined to be the difference
ρspinpY, E , H, gq “ ξspinpCEH , gq ´ RankpEqξspinpCH , gq
where
ξspinpCEH , gq “ 12
`
dimpkerpCEHqq ` ηpCEHq
˘
.
Here CH is the same twisted Dirac operator corresponding to the trivial line bundle. It is
sometimes also known in the literature as the relative eta invariant. The following theorem
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gives the statement of the conformal invariance with respect to the pair pH, gq and corrects
an error in [10].
Theorem 1.3 (Conformal invariance of the spin rho invariant). Let Y be a compact, spin
manifold of dimension 2m´1, E, a flat hermitian vector bundle over Y , and H “ ř ij`1H2j`1
an odd-degree differential forms on Y and H2j`1 is a real-valued differential form homoge-
neous of degree 2j ` 1. Then the spin rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq of the twisted Dirac
operator depends only on the conformal class of the pair pH, gq.
Proof. Consider the manifold with boundary X “ Y ˆ r0, 1s, where the boundary BX “
Y ˆ t0u ´ Y ˆ t1u. Choose a smooth function aptq, t P r0, 1s such that aptq ” 0 near t “ 0
and aptq ” 1 near t “ 1. Consider the metric h “ e2aptqupg ` dt2q on X, which is also of
product type near the boundary, and let pi : X Ñ Y denote projection onto the first factor.
Let Hau be the form on X, having the property that it restricts to H on the boundary
component Y ˆ t0u and it restricts to Hu on the boundary component Y ˆ t1u.
Figure 1.
Applying the index theorem for the twisted Dirac operator, Proposition 2.4 in [10], we get
(3) Index
´
CX,pi˚pEqHau , P`E
¯
“ RankpEq
ż
X
αH0 ` ξspinpCEH , gq ´ ξspinpCEHu , gˆq.
On the other hand, applying the same theorem to the trivial bundle RankpEq of rank equal
to RankpEq, we get
(4) Index
´
CX,RankpEqHau , P`
¯
“ RankpEq
ż
X
αH0 ` RankpEq rξspinpCH , gq ´ ξspinpCHu , gˆqs .
Subtracting the equalities in (3) and (4) above, we get
(5) ρspinpY, E , H, gq ´ ρspinpY, E , Hu, gˆq “ Index
´
CX,pi˚pEqHau , P`E
¯
´ Index
´
CX,RankpEqHau , P`
¯
.
Each of the index terms on the right hand side of (5) has been shown in [2] to be equal to
the L2-index of Xˆ, which is X together with infinitely long metric cylinders glued onto it at
BX, plus a correction term (the dimension of the space of, limiting values of right handed
spinors). The L2-index is a conformal invariant of the pair pH, gq by Proposition 1.1, and
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similarly, the correction term is also a conformal invariant of the pair pH, gq. It follows by
(5) that
ρspinpY, E , H, gq “ ρspinpY, E , Hu, gˆq,
that is, ρspinpY, E , H, gq is also a conformal invariant of the pair pH, gq. 
If we want to use the fact that ρspinpY, E , H, gq is a conformal invariant of the pair pH, gq,
then we use the notation ρspinpY, E , rH, gsq.
Remark 1.4. Notice that even if H is closed, Hu is not closed unless u is constant. In the
sequel, only the case of constant u is thus used when the closeness of H is necessary.
1.2. Consequences of the R{Z-index theorem. The following is a variant of Theorem
6.1 in [22]. Notice that we change notation, to be consistent with the rest of the paper.
Theorem 1.5. Let pY,S, fq be a geometric K-cycle for BΓ and let DH be an H-twisted
Dirac operator for pY,S, fq. Then the reduced H-twisted rho invariant
ρspinpY, E , Hq mod Z
depends only on the equivalence class rpY,S, fqs P K1pBΓq. In particular, we get a morphism,
indE : K1pBΓq ÝÑ R{Z
defined by indEpY,S, fq “ ρspinpY, E , Hq mod Z.
Proof. By Theorem 6.1 in [22], there is a well defined map from K-homology of BΓ to R{Z
which is given by the reduced rho. Since the K-homology class of D equals that of DH using
Poincare´ duality on Y and the fact that these operators have the same principal symbol, their
reduced rho invariants are the same. Hence the real rho invariants differ by an integer. 
The following is a generalization of Corollary 6.4 in [22].
Corollary 1.6. The H-twisted rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq mod Z, is independent of the
choice of H-twisted Dirac operator DH associated to the geometric K-cycle pY,S, fq.
In particular,
ρspinpY, E , gq “ ρspinpY, E , H, gq mod Z.
One of the goals of this paper is to identify the integer ρspinpY, E , H, gq ´ ρspinpY, E , gq as
the spectral flow of explicit paths of twisted Dirac operators. Before that, let us deduce the
following corollary of Corollary 1.6 and a result of Weinberger [53].
Corollary 1.7. Let pY, gq be a compact spin manifold with a Riemannian metric of positive
scalar curvature. Then the H-twisted rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq P Q.
Let us also deduce the following corollary of Corollary 1.6 and a result of Higson-Roe [22].
Corollary 1.8. Let pY, gq be a compact spin manifold with a Riemannian metric of positive
scalar curvature. Suppose also that the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture holds for pi1pY q.
Then the H-twisted rho invariant ρspinpY, E , H, gq P Z.
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2. Scaling trick & the Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formulae for odd degree twist
Let Y be a closed, p2m´1q-dimensional Riemannian spin manifold and H “ ř ij`1H2j`1
an odd-degree differential form on Y where H2j`1 is a real-valued differential form of degree
2j ` 1. Denote by E a hermitian flat vector bundle over Y with the canonical flat connection
∇E . Let cpHq be the image of H in the sections of the Clifford algebra bundle CliffpTY q.
Then ∇E ` H is a superconnection on the trivially graded, flat bundle E over Y . Then
p∇E `Hq2 “ dH is the curvature of the superconnection.
Let CE denote the Dirac operator acting on E-valued spinors on Y . If te1, . . . , enu is a local
orthonormal basis of TY , then we have the expression,
CE “
nÿ
j“1
cpejq∇SbEej ,
where ∇SbE “ ∇Sb1`1b∇E . The corresponding expression for the twisted Dirac operator
is
CEH “
nÿ
j“1
cpejq∇SbE,Hej ,
where the superconnection ∇SbE,H “ ∇S b 1 ` 1 b∇E,H and the superconnection ∇E,H is
defined in equation (2). Let Rg denotes the scalar curvature of the Riemannian metric. Then
as shown in [13] the twisted spinor Laplacian
∆EH “ ´
nÿ
j“1
´
∇SbEej ` cpιejHq
¯2
is a positive operator that does not depend on the local orthonormal basis te1, . . . , enu of
TY . Here ιej denotes contraction by the vector ej.
Then the following is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 in [13].
Theorem 2.1 (Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formulae, Theorem 1.1 in [13]). Let H be an odd degree
differential form on Y as above. Then the following identities hold,´
Cg,EH
¯2 “ ∆g,EH ` Rg4 ` cpdHq ` cpHq2 `
nÿ
j“1
cpιejHq2,
where Rg denotes the scalar curvature of the Riemannian spin manifold Y and where the
following holds,
(6) cpHq2 `
nÿ
j“1
cpιejHq2 ´ cpH2q “
ÿ
j1ăj2...ăjk, kě2
p´1q kpk`1q2 p1´ kqcppιej1 ιej2 . . . ιejkHq2q.
where tej : j “ 1, 2, . . . , nu is a local orthonormal frame.
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1, one has the following special Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formula
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 1.3 in [13], see also [1]). Let H be a differential 3-form on Y . Then´
Cg,EH
¯2 “ ∆g,EH ` Rg4 ´ 2|H|2g ` cpdHq
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where Rg denotes the scalar curvature of the Riemannian spin manifold Y and |H| the length
of H.
We next establish the invertibility of the twisted Dirac operator under the hypothesis of
positive scalar curvature. Typically, this is achieved directly from Weitzenbo¨ck type formulae.
But this is insufficient in our case, so we have to use the Bismut-Weitzenbo¨ck formula in
combination with a scaling trick in order to deduce the invertibility of the twisted Dirac
operator.
Proposition 2.3 (Scaling and invertibility of twisted Dirac). Let Y be a compact spin
manifold of odd dimension and H an odd degree differential form on it as above (having no
degree 1 component). Let g be a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature on Y . Then
in the scaled Riemannian metric, Crg,EH is invertible for all r " 0.
Remark 2.4. The proofs also show that the twisted Dirac operator CrgH , viewed as a regular
self-adjoint operator on the Mishchenko Hilbert module, is invertible for r " 0.
Proof. Now suppose that we scale the Riemannian metric g by a positive scalar r ą 0, that
is rg. The new scalar curvature Rrg “ Rg{r2 and since the induced Riemannian metric on
the cotangent bundle T ˚Y gets scaled by 1{r, it follows that the induced Riemannian metric
on Λ2k`1T ˚Y gets scaled by 1{r2k`1. Consider first the case when k “ 1, that is when H is a
degree 3 differential form on Y . Then by the scaling in section 1 and Theorem 2.2, one has
´
Crg,EH
¯2 “ ∆rg,EH ` Rg4r2 ´ 2 |H|2gr3 ` cpdHqr4 .
Since Rg ą 0 by hypothesis and since Y is compact, therefore infpRgq ą 0. Then for all
r " 0, we see that the operator
´
CE,rgH
¯2 ą 0 is invertible.
In the general case, when H is an odd degree differential form on Y , we use Theorem 2.1
instead. Upon scaling the Riemannian metric to rg, where r ą 0, the local orthonor-
mal frame tej : j “ 1, 2, . . . , nu for g gets scaled to the new local orthonormal frame"
ej?
r
: j “ 1, 2, . . . , n
*
in the scaled Riemannian metric rg. Then the expression given by
equation (6) in the scaled Riemannian metric rg becomes,ÿ
j1ăj2...ăjk, kě2
p´1q kpk`1q2 p1´ kqr´kcppιej1 ιej2 . . . ιejkHq2q.
Since H consists only of odd degree forms, the sum vanishes when k is an even number. So
in our case it reduces toÿ
j1ăj2...ăjk, kě3, k odd
p´1q kpk`1q2 p1´ kqr´kcppιej1 ιej2 . . . ιejkHq2q.
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Then the scaled version the Lichnerowicz-Weitzenbo¨ck formula of Theorem 2.1 becomes´
Crg,EH
¯2 “ ∆rg,EH ` Rg4r2 ` ÿ
j1ăj2...ăjk, kě3, k odd
p´1q kpk`1q2 p1´ kqr´kcppιej1 ιej2 . . . ιejkHq2q
`
ÿ
ją0
r´2j`2cpdH2j`1q ` cpH2r q,
where we use the notation of Proposition 1.1. Since Rg ą 0 by hypothesis and since Y is
compact, therefore infpRgq ą 0. Also all the other terms scale by a power of r´3 or higher.
Therefore for all r " 0 the operator
´
CE,rgH
¯2 ą 0 is invertible.

3. Review of the Higson-Roe exact sequence
We first recall the construction of the Higson-Roe exact sequence and its relation with the
Baum-Connes assembly map. Much of this material is detailed in [22], so we shall be brief.
Recall the Mishchenko flat line bundle LY :“ Y˜ ˆΓ C˚Γ Ñ Y over Y . The typical fiber
of LY is the C˚Γ-Hilbert module C˚Γ itself. We then define the Hilbert module HY of
L2-sections of the bundle LY b S Ñ Y . The Hilbert space of L2-spinors L2pY, Sq is denoted
H. If a bounded operator T on H is the reduction mod Γ of a Γ-invariant operator T˜ on
C8pY˜ , S˜q then using T˜ b I we see that the operator T lifts to a bounded operator on the
Hilbert module HY .
Definition 3.1. (1) Define a C˚-algebra DH˚pY q as being the space of bounded operators
T on H such that for any f P CpY q, the commutator rT, f s is a compact operator.
(2) Define the C˚-algebra QH˚pY q as the quotient of DH˚pY q by the ideal KpHq of compact
operators.
(3) We define DΓ˚pY q as the space of bounded operators on HY which are lifts of operators
from DH˚pY q.
It is clear that the lift of such a T is a Hilbert module compact operator on HY if and
only if T is compact on H. Moreover, the quotient of DΓ˚pY q by the ideal of Hilbert module
compact operators KpHY q, which can be denoted similarly QΓ˚pY q, is actually isomorphic to
the C˚-algebra QH˚. More generally, for any finite sub complex X of the classifying space
BΓ, we may defined the Mishchenko flat line bundle LX :“ X˜ ˆΓ C˚Γ Ñ X over X. If X
contains fpY q, then the algebra CpXq represents in the Hilbert space H and we can still
define the Hilbert module HX as the completion of the space
CpX,Lq bCpXqˆC˚Γ pHb C˚Γq.
Then the C˚-algebras DH˚pXq, QH˚pXq and DΓ˚pXq are also defined similarly, see [22]. We
thus have the exact sequence:
(7) 0 Ñ KpHXq Ñ D˚ΓpXq Ñ D˚ΓX{KpHΓq » QHpXq Ñ 0
The K-theory K˚pDΓ˚pXq{KpHXqq » K˚pQH˚pXqq is easily seen via Pashke duality to be iso-
morphic to K˚`1pXq [42], the only important point here is that H be an ample representation
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of CpXq. On the other hand the algebra KpHXq is Morita equivalent to C˚Γ and hence has
the same K-theory. Hence the periodic 6-term exact sequence induced by (7) in K-theory
thus gives in particular the following exact sequence
(8) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ K0pXq µXÑ K0pC˚Γq Ñ K0pD˚ΓpXqq Ñ K1pXq µXÑ K1pC˚Γq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
The connecting morphisms µX are precisely the Baum-Connes maps in K0 and K1, see
again [22]. Passing to the direct limit over such finite sub complexes X of BΓ, one gets the
Higson-Roe exact sequence
(9) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ K0pBΓq µÑ K0pC˚Γq Ñ S1pΓq Ñ K1pBΓq µÑ K1pC˚Γq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where we have denoted by S1pΓq the group
S1pΓq :“ lim
X
K0pD˚ΓpXqq.
Let σE : Γ Ñ Uprank Eq denote the unitary representation determined by the flat bundle
E over X, and σrank E : Γ Ñ Uprank Eq denote the trivial representation. Then the induced
maps
σE˚, σrank E˚ : K0pC˚Γq Ñ K0pMprank E ,Cqq – Z
where Mprank E ,Cq denotes matrices over the complex numbers of rank equal to rank E .
Then define the trace
(10) TrE : K0pC˚Γq ÝÑ Z
as the difference TrE “ σE˚ ´ σrank E˚.
Our next goal is to recall the definition of the relative trace map TrE : S1pΓq Ñ R having
the key property that the following diagram commutes,
(11)
K0pBΓq µÝÝÝÑ K0pC˚Γq ÝÝÝÑ S1pΓq ÝÝÝÑ K1pBΓq µÝÝÝÑ K1pC˚Γq§§đ TrE§§đ TrE§§đ IndE§§đ §§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ Z ÝÝÝÑ R ÝÝÝÑ R{Z ÝÝÝÑ 0
In order to define TrE : S1pΓq Ñ R, we need to define a structure group S1pEq and a natural
transformation S1pΓq Ñ S1pEq determined by the representations σE , σrank E . Then we recall
the definition of the geometric structure group Sgeom1 pEq, defined analogously to geometric
K-homology and a natural isomorphism S1pEq – Sgeom1 pEq. Using the twisted rho invariant,
we also have a morphism ρ : Sgeom1 pEq Ñ R. Finally, the relative trace map TrE : S1pΓq Ñ R
is defined as the composition
S1pΓq Ñ S1pEq – Sgeom1 pEq ρÝÑ R.
Let HE “ CpX, Eq bCpXq H and Hrank E “ CpX, rank Eq bCpXq H. Denote by DH˚E ,Hrank E pXq
the C˚-algebra!
pT1, T2q P D˚HE pXq ‘D˚Hrank E pXq
ˇˇˇ
T1, T2 lift to some common T P D˚HpXq
)
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Then define the structure group
S1pEq :“ lim
X
K0pD˚HE ,Hrank E pXqq.
Viewing HE “ H bC˚Γ Crank EσE and Hrank E “ H bC˚Γ Crank Eσrank E , the map T ÞÑ pT b I, T b Iq
gives a natural morphism of C˚-algebras DΓ˚pXq Ñ DH˚E ,Hrank E pXq and hence a natural trans-
formation S1pΓq Ñ S1pEq.
Definition 3.2. An (odd) geometric E-cycle is a quintuple pY, S, f,D, nq where
(1) pY, S, fq is a geometric K-cycle for BΓ.
(2) D is a specific choice of Dirac operator for pY, S, fq.
(3) n is an integer.
Definition 3.3. A geometric E-cycle pY, S, f,D, nq is a boundary if there is a Dirac operator
Q on a compact manifold W whose boundary is the operator D on Y , if the map f and the
bundle E extends to W , and if IndpQE , DEq ´ IndpQrank E , Drank Eq “ n.
Then one has
Lemma 3.4. If a geometric E-cycle pY, S, f,D, nq is a boundary, then ρpD, f, Eq ` n “ 0.
Definition 3.5. We shall call the quantity ρpD, f, Eq ` n the twisted rho invariant of the
geometric cycle pY, S, f,D, nq. There is an obvious notion of disjoint union of geomet-
ric pEq-cycles. There is also a subtle notion of the negative of a cycle, ´pY, S, f,D, nq “
pY,´S, f,´D, dE ´ drank E ´ nq, where dE “ dim kerpDEq and drank E “ dim kerpDrank Eq.
Definition 3.6. Two geometric pEq-cycles are bordant if the disjoint union of one with the
negative of the other is a boundary.
Definition 3.7. Sgeom1 pEq is the set of equivalence classes of geometric pEq-cycles under the
equivalence relation generated by:
(1) Direct sum/disjoint union. The cycle pM,S1 ‘ S2, f,D1 ‘ D2, nq is equivalent to
pMšM,S1šS2, fš f,D1 ‘D2, nq.
(2) Bordism. If pM 1, S1, f 1, D1, n1q and pM2, S2, f2, D2, n2q are bordant, then they are
equivalent.
(3) Vector bundle Modification. If pYˆ , Sˆ, fˆq is a vector bundle modification of pY, S, fq
and if Dˆ “ D b ε ` I b Dθ is the specific Dirac operator that is adapted to the
geometry, then pYˆ , Sˆ, fˆ , Dˆ, nq and pY, S, f,D, nq are equivalent.
The set Sgeom1 pEq is an abelian group with addition given by disjoint union.
Then one has
Proposition 3.8. The twisted rho invariant of a geometric pEq-cycle depends only on the
class that the cycle determines in Sgeom1 pEq.
Definition 3.9. We define the group homomorphism ρ : Sgeom1 pEq ÝÑ R by the formula
ρ : pY, S, f,D, nq ÞÑ ρpD, f, Eq ` n.
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Finally, one has the following
Proposition 3.10. The group homomorphism
Sgeom1 pEq ÝÑ S1pEq
that associates to any geometric pEq-cycle its analytic structure class is an isomorphism.
4. Spectral sections and twisted eta invariant
4.1. Review of spectral sections. We gather here some results about noncommutative
spectral sections that we use in the sequel. Our main references are [41, 31, 43, 46, 55].
Assume that E is a Hilbert module over a unital C˚-algebra A and denote as usual by BApEq
and KApEq the space of adjointable operators on E and adjointable A-compact operators on
E, respectively. We assume that E is a full Hilbert module, i.e. that the subspace ă E,E ą
is dense in A. Let D be a densely defined regular self-adjoint operator on E, then we
have the well defined bounded continuous functional calculus of D, see for instance [27, 6].
Hence if χě0 is the characteristic the APS projection pi`pDq “ χě0pDq is well defined in
BApEq. A spectral section for D is roughly speaking a projection in BApEq which differs
from the operator 1
2
`
I ` pI `D2q´1{2D˘ by an A-compact operator. Let us give a more
precise definition now. A smooth cut is a smooth function χ : R Ñ r0, 1s such that there
exist s1 ă s2 P R with
χptq “ 0 for t ď s1 and χptq “ 1 for t ě s2.
Definition 4.1. Let pE, Dq be as above. A spectral section for D is a projection P “ P˚ “
P2 in BApEq such that there exist smooth cuts χ1, χ2 with χ1χ2 “ χ1 and
χ1pDqpEq Ă PpEq Ă χ2pDqpEq.
If a spectral section P for D is given then for any continuous function f : R Ñ R such
that lim´8 f “ 0 and lim`8 f “ 1, the operator P ´ fpDq is A-compact. Assume that
D has A-compact resolvent, then the Cayley transform operator pD ´ iIqpD ` iIq´1 of D
differs from the identity operator I by an A-compact operator, and hence defines an analytic
index class indapDq in the K-theory group K1pKApEqq » K1pAq. It is easy to show that
the existence of a spectral section for D implies the vanishing of the index class indapDq.
Conversely, when this index class vanishes, one can construct a spectral section for D by
using an appropriate A-compact perturbation. More precisely, we have the following result
proved in [43]:
Theorem 4.2. [43] With the above notations, the index class indapDq vanishes in K1pAq if
and only if D admits spectral sections.
The difference between two spectral sections for D is measured by the K-theory class it
defines in K0pKApEqq » K0pAq.
The main example for the present paper will be the covering situation Γ Ñ Y˜ Ñ Y of
the smooth closed odd-dimensional spin manifold Y . We then denote by Λ “ A the group
C˚-algebra of Γ and consider the Mishchenko bundle LY :“ Y˜ ˆΓ C˚Γ Ñ Y over Y . Then
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the Dirac operator D “ C, acting on the full Hilbert module HY “ E of L2-sections of the
Mishchenko bundle with coefficients in the spin bundle S, is a regular self-adjoint operator
which has compact resolvent. In fact, one can use the Mishchenko pseudodifferential calculus
over Y (corresponding to the bundle LY b S of projective modules over the C˚-algebra Λ)
and construct in this case a smoothing operator C such that C ` C is invertible in this
calculus. Then a spectral section for C is simply obtained as the APS projection of this
perturbed Dirac operator. It is then clear that such spectral section exists as a zero-th
order pseudodifferential operator in the Mishchenko calculus. Hence we get in this case the
following equivalence, see [30]
indapCq “ 0 P K1pΛq ðñ
C admits a spectral section which is a 0-th order pseudodifferential operator.
If σ : Γ Ñ UpKq is a unitary representation in some Hilbert space K, then we may use the
composition construction T ÞÑ Tσ :“ T b I to transform operators on the Hilbert module
HY into operators on the Hilbert space HY bσ K, see for instance [27]. Then we get the
self-adjoint Dirac operator Cσ and any spectral section P for C gives rise to a projection Pσ.
When K is finite dimensional, the self-adjoint Dirac operator Cσ is just the Dirac operator
CEσ twisted by the flat vector bundle Eσ :“ Y˜ ˆΓK over Y associated with the representation
σ and it is hence an elliptic operator with discrete spectrum. Then, any spectral section P
for C gives rise to a spectral section PEσ :“ Pσ for CEσ which is nothing but an appropriate
smooth spectral cut.
When σ “ λ is the regular left representation of Γ in the Hilbert space K “ `2Γ, it is easy
to identify the Hilbert space HY bλ `2Γ with the Hilbert space L2pY˜ , S˜q of L2 spinors on the
cover Y˜ [11]. The operator Cσ is then the Γ-invariant Dirac operator over Y˜ . In this case,
any spectral section P gives rise to a Γ-invariant projection Pλ but it is not obvious at all
that such spectral section is a pseudodifferential operator and hence that it belongs to the
(maximal) Higson-Roe algebra. When one works with the reduced Higson-Roe algebra, then
the following is implicitly proved in [46]
Proposition 4.3. [46] Assume that the index class indapCq vanishes in K1pCr˚edΓq. Then
there exists a spectral section P for C which belongs to the reduced Higson-Roe C˚-algebra.
Proof. The first observation is that the reduced Higson-Roe algebra Dr˚ed,ΓpY q is composed of
operators which are by definition lifts of pseudo local finite propagation Γ-invariant operators
on the cover Γ Ñ Y˜ Ñ Y and it can be defined using these Γ-invariant pseudo local operators
on the cover Y˜ with finite propagation. Denote by C˜ the Γ-invariant Dirac operator acting on
the L2-sections of S˜ over Y˜ . When the index class indapCq vanishes, one can construct a Γ-
invariant self-adjoint bounded perturbation C˜`A˜ of C˜ which is L2-invertible and composed of
pseudo differential operators (see for instance [31]). The classical theory of pseudo differential
operators then shows that the APS projection (associated the nonnegative L2-spectrum) of
C˜ ` A˜ acting over Y˜ is a (Γ-invariant) zeroth order pseudo differential operator which has
finite propagation. Lifting this projection as an adjointable operator on the Mishchenko
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Hilbert module, we immediately deduce a projection in the reduced Higson-Roe C˚-algebra
Dr˚ed,ΓpY q which is a particular choice of spectral section for the Dirac operator. 
Remark 4.4. When the group Γ is K-amenable, a simple five-lemma argument shows that
under the assumptions of the previous proposition, one insures the existence of a K-theory
class of a spectral section for the maximal Higson-Roe algebra DΓ˚pY q
In the sequel and unless otherwise specified, we shall always assume for sim-
plicity that our spectral sections belong to the maximal Higson-Roe algebra and
hence define classes in the inductive limit group S1Γ.
4.2. Structures associated with the twisted Dirac operator. We assume as before
that Y is a closed odd-dimensional spin manifold with a universal map f : Y Ñ BΓ which
is uniquely defined up to homotopy. We denote by S Ñ Y the chosen spin bundle on Y
so that the triple pY, f, Sq defines a Baum-Douglas K-homology class rY, f, Ss in K1pBΓq
[7]. This K-homology class can be described in the Kasparov picture of K-homology by
the Dirac operator C on Y . Moreover, for any complex odd-degree differential form H on
Y which satisfies the reality condition in equation (1) (discussed in [10]), the twisted Dirac
operator CH also represents the same Kasparov K-homology class rCHs “ rCs in K1pY q, and
hence also the same pushforward class f˚rCHs “ f˚rCs P K1pBΓq.
The (analytic) index class indapCHq of the twisted Dirac operator CH is by definition
the class represented by the Cayley transform pCH ´ iIqpCH ` iIq´1 of CH in K1pKpHY qq »
K1pC˚Γq. Consider now the linear path pCvHq0ďvď1 of Dirac operators acting on the Mishchenko
Hilbert module. The index class of this path belongs to K1pCpr0, 1sq, C˚Γq » K1pC˚Γq. Re-
call that this index class vanishes if and only if there exists a spectral section P “ pPvq0ďvď1
for the global path pCvHq0ďvď1. The operator Pv is a zero-th order pseudo differential pro-
jection in the Mishchenko calculus, see [43]. Notice that the index class coincides via the
isomorphism K1pCpr0, 1sq, C˚Γq » K1pC˚Γq with the index class of C, which in turn is obvi-
ously equal to the index class of CH . Hence, when this common index class vanishes, there
also exist spectral sections Q and QH for the Dirac operators C and CH respectively. But
P0 is then a second spectral section for C while P1 is a second spectral section for CH . Now
by definition of spectral sections, the difference P1 ´ QH and the difference P0 ´ Q define
K0-classes of the C
˚-algebra of compact operators on the Mishchenko Hilbert module and
so of C˚Γ.
Definition 4.5. [55] Assume that the index class IndapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq. Then the higher
spectral flow SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq of the path pCvHq0ďvď1, with respect to the given spectral
sections Q and QH , is the K-theory class
SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq :“ rQH ´ P1s ´ rQ´ P0s P K0pC˚Γq.
The notation SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq is consistent since the higher spectral flow does not
depend on the choice of global spectral section P “ pPvq0ďvď1, [43, 18, 55]. In the literature,
the higher spectral flow usually refers to the Connes-Chern character of the above K-theory
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higher spectral flow and so lives in cyclic homology [8]. In the present paper though, we
shall restrict to traces associated with finite dimensional representations of the group Γ.
As recalled above in Subsection 4.1, when indapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq, there exists a spectral
section Q for C which moreover represents a class in S1Γ. In the sequel, it is understood
that all spectral sections associated with C or CH belong to DΓ˚pY q and same for the spectral
sections associated with the path pCvHq0ďvď1 which then belongs to DΓ˚pY ˆ r0, 1sq.
Proposition 4.6. Assume that indapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq. Then:
‚ Any spectral section Q for C represents a class in S1pΓq which is a pre image of
f˚rCs P K1pBΓq in the Higson-Roe exact sequence (9).
‚ Given spectral sections Q and QH for C and CH respectively, the class rQHs ´ rQs in
S1pΓq is the image of the class SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq P K0pC˚Γq in the Higson-Roe
exact sequence (9).
Remark 4.7. In [46], a class rQs P S1pΓq as above is called a rho class associated with a given
perturbation of the Dirac operator.
Proof. As explained in Subsection 4.1, the spectral section Q defines an element of the
inductive limit group S1pΓq. To describe a pre image of the K-homology class rCs P K1pY q
living in K0pDΓ˚pY qq, we denote by ϕ the smooth function defined by
ϕptq :“ 1
pi
arctanptq ` 1
2
.
We then define the operator P˜ :“ ϕpCq. By [21] (see also [46][Proposition 2.8]), we know
that P˜ P DΓ˚Y . Consider the affine path γ which joins P˜ to Q in DΓ˚Y . An easy uniform
convergence argument shows that for any t, the operator e2ipiγptq differs from the identity by
a compact operator. Therefore, using [22][Lemma 7.4], we deduce that the path γ defines
a class in S1pΓq whose image is the class of the Cayley transform of C. The path γ being
homotopic to the constant path equal to Q, we see that its class also coincides with the class
defined by the projection Q. This eventually shows that the projection Q represents a class
in the inductive limit S1Γ which is sent to the class f˚rCs in K1pBΓq in the Higson-Roe exact
sequence.
Choose again a global spectral section P “ pPvq0ďvď1 for the family pCvHq0ďvď1, which
again lives in DΓ˚pY ˆ r0, 1sq. Then the class SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq P K0pC˚Γq is rQH ´
P1s ´ rQ´ P0s. This class is sent to the class in K0pDΓ˚pY qq given by
prQHs ´ rQsq ´ prP1s ´ rP0sq.
But the projections P0 and P1 define the same class in K0pDΓ˚pY qq, hence the spectral flow
SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq is sent to the class rQHs ´ rQs in S1pΓq as claimed. 
Recall from equation (10), the definition of the additive maps TrE on K0pC˚Γq and on
S1Γ. In [22], these maps were denoted respectively Trσ1 ´Trσ2 and Trσ1,σ2 where σ1 is
the monodromy representation associated with the flat bundle E while σ2 is the trivial
representation corresponding to RankpEq.
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Corollary 4.8. We keep the notations of the previous proposition. Denote by QEH and
QRank EH the spectral sections obtained from QH through the representation defining the flat
bundle E and the trivial bundle Rank E respectively. Define in the same way QE and QRank E
out of the spectral section Q. Then the image npH, E ,Q,QHq of the higher spectral flow
SFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq under the trace map TrE is the difference of spectral flows
sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH q.
More precisely, for any choice of a global spectral section P we have
npH, E ,Q,QHq “
“
TrpQEH ´ PE1 q ´ TrpQE ´ PE0 q
‰´“TrpQRank EH ´ PRank E1 q ´ TrpQRank E ´ PRank E0 q‰
“ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH q
Proof. We use the second item of Proposition 4.6 and the commutativity of the following
diagram (proved in [22]):
K0pC˚Γq
?
Z
TrE
-
-
S1Γ
?
R
TrE
to deduce that
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqq “
“
TrpQEH ´ PE1 q ´ TrpQE ´ PE0 q
‰
´ “TrpQRank EH ´ PRank E1 q ´ TrpQRank E ´ PRank E0 q‰
But observe that
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqq “ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH q.

Proposition 4.9. Assume that the Baum-Connes assembly map µ : K˚pBΓq Ñ K˚pC˚Γq
is an isomorphism. Then for any odd differential form H satisfying as above the reality
condition 1, any hermitian flat bundle E over the closed spin manifold Y and for any spectral
sections Q and QH for the operators C and CH respectively, we have:
sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq “ RankpEq ˆ sfppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq,
In particular, sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq only depends on the rank of E.
Proof. If the Baum-Connes map is an isomorphism then S1pΓq is trivial. We have seen in
the proof of Theorem 4.6 that the image of the class rQHs ´ rQs P S1pΓq under the additive
map TrE is precisely the integer npH, E ,Q,QHq. Therefore, this latter integer is zero, which
shows that
sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHq “ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH q
But
sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH q “ RankpEq ˆ sfppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHq
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Notice that for any 0 ď v ď 1, the spectra of the operators CEvH and CRank EvH are discrete.
hence the spectral sections QE ,QEH ,QRank E and QRank EH correspond to cuts in the spectra.
Remark 4.10. If we use the spectral sections pi`pCEq :“ 1r0,`8qpCEq and pi`pCEHq :“ 1r0,`8qpCEHq
for the endpoints CE and CEH , then the spectral flow sfppCEvHq0ďvď1; pi`pCEq, pi`pCEHqq will simply
be denoted by sfppCEvHq0ďvď1q. Notice that when CE and CEH are invertible, this spectral flow
coincides with the usual APS spectral flow (algebraic net number of eigenvalues crossing
zero), however the previous proposition does not a priori hold in general with this APS
spectral flow.
We are now in position to prove the following
Theorem 4.11. We keep the above notations.
(1) Assume that indapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq. Then for any E and H as before, we have
ρspinpY, E , Hq ´ ρspinpY, Eq “ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1q ´ sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1q.
(2) In the case that the metric g on Y has positive scalar curvature. Then
ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ ρspinpY, E , gq for all r " 0.
In particular, there exists a metric g1 in the conformal class of g such that for any
λ ě 1, we have ρspinpY, E , H, λg1q “ ρspinpY, E , gq.
Proof. Assume that indapCq “ 0 in K1pC˚Γq and choose a global spectral section P “
pPvq0ďvď1 for the path pCvHq0ďvď1 in the Higson-Roe algebra. Then for the first item we
need to prove the relation
ρspinpY, E , Hq ´ ρspinpY, Eq “
“
Tr
`
pi`pCEHq ´ PE1
˘´ Tr `pi`pCEq ´ PE0 q˘‰
´ “Tr `pi`pCRank EH q ´ PRank E1 ˘´ Tr `pi`pCRank Eq ´ PRank E0 q˘‰
Choose then spectral sections as before and set
eH1 “ QEH ´ pi`pCEHq and eH2 “ QRank EH ´ pi`pCRank EH q.
Then the couple peH1 , eH2 q defines a class of in S1pEq which corresponds to the integer
nH “ Tr
`QEH ´ pi`pCEHq˘´ Tr `QRank EH ´ pi`pCRank EH q˘ .
The geometric class represented by the quintuple pY, f, S, CH , nHq in Sgeom1 pEq then corre-
sponds to the class
rpi`pCEHq, pi`pCRank EH qs ` reH1 , eH2 s “ rQEH ,QRank EH s.
in the analytic structure group S1pEq.
For H “ 0, say for the untwisted Dirac operator C, we similarly define a pair pe1, e2q which
represents a class in S1pEq corresponding to the integer
n “ Tr `QE ´ pi`pCEq˘´ Tr `QRank E ´ pi`pCRank Eq˘ .
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Again the geometric class represented by the quintuple pY, f, S, C, nq in Sgeom1 pEq corresponds
to the class rQE ,QRank Es in the analytic structure group S1pEq.
But recall that the additive map TrE : S1pEq Ñ R is precisely defined through the isomor-
phism with the geometric structure group and hence that
TrErQEH ,QRank EH s “ ρspinpY, E , Hq ` nH and TrErQE ,QRank Es “ ρspinpY, Eq ` n.
On the other hand, using the commutativity of the diagram 11, we can write
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqqq “ TrEprQHs ´ rQsq
and we also have
TrEprQHs ´ rQsq “ TrErQEH ,QRank EH s ´ TrErQE ,QRank Es.
On the other hand
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqqq “ sfppCEvHq0ďvď1;QE ,QEHqq´sfppCRank EvH q0ďvď1;QRank E ,QRank EH qq.
Using Corollary 4.8, we deduce
TrEpSFppCvHq0ďvď1;Q,QHqq “ npH, E ,Q,QHq.
Gathering all these equalities, we can compute
ρspinpY, E , Hq ´ ρspinpY, Eq ` nH ´ n “ npH, E ,Q,QHq.
But with the choice of the global spectral section P “ pPvq0ďvď1 in the Mishchenko calculus,
we easily see that
npH, E ,Q,QHq ´ pnH ´ nq “ Tr
`
pi`pCEHq ´ PE1
˘´ Tr `pi`pCEq ´ PE0 q˘
` Tr `pi`pCRank Eq ´ PRank E0 q˘´ Tr `pi`pCRank EH q ´ PRank E1 ˘ .
Now the path pPEv q0ďvď1 is a spectral section for the family pCEvHq0ďvď1. As already mentioned,
the spectral flow sfppCEvHq0ďvď1q can be easily proved to coincide with
Tr
`
pi`pCEHq ´ PE1
˘´ Tr `pi`pCEq ´ PE0 q˘
for any choice of global spectral section. The same holds for the trivial bundle Rank E .
Hence the conclusion.
We now prove the second item using the first one. When the metric g on Y has positive
scalar curvature, the index class indapCq vanishes in K1pC˚Γq so we can apply the first item.
By Corollary 2.3, there exists a constant multiple metric g1 of g (so in particular g1 lives
in the conformal class of g) such that for any r ě 1, the operator Crg1H is invertible as a
regular operator on the Hilbert module HY . Moreover, for such r ě 1, the path pCrg1vHq0ďvď1
is composed of invertible operators. If we then apply the first item for the data associated
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with the metric rg1, we get for any choice of global spectral section P now for the path
pCrg1vHq0ďvď1:
ρspinpY, E , H, rg1q ´ ρspinpY, E , rg1q “
”
Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,EH q ´ PE1
¯
´ Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Eq ´ PE0 q
¯ı
´
”
Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Rank EH q ´ PRank E1
¯
´ Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Rank Eq ´ PRank E0 q
¯ı
Now since the Hilbert spaces operators Crg1,EvH , Crg1,E , Crg
1,Rank E
vH and Crg1,Rank E are obtained
using the composition operation from the Hilbert modules operators CvH and C, they are
invertible and we know that
Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,EH q ´ PE1
¯
´ Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Eq ´ PE0 q
¯
“ sfppCrg1,EvH q0ďvď1q “ 0
and
Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Rank EH q ´ PRank E1
¯
´ Tr
´
pi`pCrg1,Rank Eq ´ PRank E0 q
¯
“ sfppCrg1,Rank EvH q0ďvď1q “ 0.
These latter two spectral flows coincide with the corresponding APS spectral flows (algebraic
net number of eigenvalues crossing 0), they are trivial since the paths are both composed of
invertible operators. This ends the proof of Theorem 4.11 since we know that
ρspinpY, E , rg1q “ ρspinpY, E , gq.

Corollary 4.12. Assume that the metric g on Y has positive scalar curvature, that the group
Γ is torsion free and satisfies the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture, then for any E and H
as before,
ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ 0 for all r " 0.
In particular, there exists a metric g1 in the conformal class of g such that for any λ ě 1,
we have
ρspinpY, E , H, λg1q “ 0.
and so ρspinpY, E , H, g1q “ 0.
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.11 and deduce that
ρspinpY, E , H, g1q “ ρspinpY, E , gq
Then apply the main result in [26] and deduce that ρspinpY, Eq “ 0, hence the conclusion. 
Remark 4.13. From the previous proof, we easily deduce that under the assumptions of
Corollary 4.12 and for any metric g2 in the conformal class of g, we have with the notations
of Section 2, ρspinpY, E , Hg2{g1 , g2q “ 0.
Remark 4.14. When H is a closed degree 3 real differential form, we prove a stronger result
in the appendix which uses Proposition 3.1 in [10] and an index theorem from [32]. The
hypothesis is then reduced to the fact that the particular representation associated with
E be connected to the trivial representation. However, this method apparently cannot be
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generalized to higher degree forms H without proving a local index formula extending the
Bismut formula in [13].
Appendix A. Vanishing of twisted rho using the representation variety
In this section we give an alternate proof of the vanishing of the rho invariant of the
twisted Dirac operator with coefficients in a flat Hermitian vector bundle on a compact odd
dimensional Riemannian spin manifold Y of positive scalar curvature in the special case of
closed degree 3 differential form twists H, using the representation variety of Γ “ pi1pY q
instead. It adapts the approach in [32].
Let R “ HompΓ, Uppqq denote the representation variety of Γ. We now construct a
generalization of the Poincare´ vector bundle P overR. Let EΓ Ñ BΓ be a principal Γ-bundle
over the space BΓ with contractible total space EΓ. Then BΓ is called the classifying space
of the group Γ. Let f : Y Ñ BΓ be a continuous map classifying the universal Γ-covering of
Y . We construct a tautological rank p Hermitian vector bundle P over BΓ ˆR as follows:
consider the action of Γ on EΓˆRˆ Cp given by
EΓˆRˆ Cp ˆ Γ ÝÑ EΓˆRˆ Cp
ppq, σ, vq, τq ÝÑ pqτ, σ, σpτqvq
Define the universal rank p Hermitian vector bundle P over BΓ ˆ R to be the quotient
pEΓˆRˆCpq{Γ. P has the property that the restriction P ˇˇ
BΓˆσ is the flat Hermitian vector
bundle over BΓ defined by σ. Let I denote the closed unit interval r0, 1s and γ : I Ñ R be a
smooth path in R joining the unitary representation σ to the trivial representation. Define
E “ pf ˆ γq˚P Ñ Y ˆ I to be the Hermitian vector bundle over Y ˆ I. By the Kunneth
Theorem in cohomology, we have chpPq “ ři xiξi, where chpPq is the Chern character of
P , xi P H˚pBΓ,Rq and ξi P H˚pR,Rq. It follows that if yi “ f˚pxiq and µi “ γ˚pξiq ,then
chpEq “ ři yiµi. Note that the pullback connection makes E into a Hermitian vector bundle
over Y ˆ I.
Theorem A.1. Let pY, gq be a smooth compact connected oriented spin manifold of odd
dimension, where g is a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature on Y and H a closed
degree 3 differential form on Y . Let Γ denote the fundamental group of Y and σE : Γ Ñ Uppq
a unitary representation that can be connected by a smooth path γ : I Ñ R to the trivial
representation in the representation space R. Then for all r " 0, ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ 0.
Proof. Observe that the unitary connection induced on E has curvature which is a multiple
of dt, so that chpEq “ p` c1pEq, where c1pEq is the first Chern class of E and t is the variable
on the interval I. It follows that chpEq “ p ` yµ where y P H1pY,Rq and µ P H1pI,Rq, as
c1pEq can be represented by the trace of the curvature of a unitary connection on E . Since
c1pEq “ pf ˆ γq˚c1pPq, we see that y “ f˚pxq and µ “ γ˚pξq for some x P H1pBΓ,Rq
and ξ P H1pR,Rq. Let Et denote the flat hermitian bundle over Y determined by the
representation γptq : Γ Ñ Uppq. By the APS index theorem for manifolds with boundary
[2], combined with Bismut’s local index theorem [13] that determines the integrand for the
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H-twisted Dirac operator, we see that
IndexpDEH , P q “
ż
YˆI
pApY q chpEq ´ ρspinpY, E , H, gq
Y ˆI since pApY ˆIq “ pApY q. Here pApY q is the A-hat characteristic class of Y . IndexpDEH , P q
is the index of the H-twisted Dirac operator on Y ˆ I with global APS boundary conditions.
From the discussion above ż
YˆI
pApY q chpEq “ ż
Y
pApY qy ż
I
µ.
By the results of [4] and [40], it follows that the spectral flow of the path of H-twisted Dirac
operators rI Q t ÞÑ Cg,EtH s is equal to IndexpDEH , P q. Therefore
sfrI Q t ÞÑ Cg,EtH s “
ż
Y
pApY qy ż
I
µ´ ρspinpY, E , H, gq
Since pY, gq is a spin Riemannian manifold of positive scalar curvature, it follows from the
work of Gromov and Lawson [20] that
ż
Y
pApY qf˚pxq “ 0 for all x P H1pBΓ,Rq. Since g
is a metric of positive scalar curvature, then by Proposition 2.3, we see that for all r " 0
and for any t P I, dimpker Crg,EtH q “ 0. This implies that the spectral flow of the family
rI Q t ÞÑ Crg,EtH s is zero for any r " 0.
Therefore we conclude that ρspinpY, E , H, rgq “ 0 for all r " 0 as claimed. 
Remark A.2. Notice that the maximal Baum-Connes conjecture for C˚Γ implies the connect-
edness of the unitary dual of Γ. A comparable assumption would be that the representation
variety R of Γ is connected.
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